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INTRODUCTION
Life mostly consists of “normal,” regular days. On workdays, we get up,
get ready, go to work, work, and come home. Applying authentic appreciation on regular workdays requires a certain pace and structure.
While most of our life is lived “in the middle,” and this is where we
typically apply the concepts of appreciation at work, life is also made
of special days that make life interesting and fun—holidays, birthdays,
sporting events, and vacations. In working with leaders and organizations over the years, we have found that these special days and events
actually create additional issues in knowing how (or whether) to incorporate appreciation into them.
This is because of the increased expectations people have for these
special days. The additional challenge is, even when a supervisor shows
appreciation on an employee appreciation day, employees may question the authenticity of their motives (“The boss only gave me this card
because it was Administrative Professionals Day!”).
In fact, some special circumstances can be so difficult to manage
that some supervisors and managers consider “punting” any appreciation activities at all throughout the rest of the year! So I have written a number of short pieces that address the various special days and
cultural events, and I give some practical tips on how to communicate
appreciation effectively during these times and what not to do, so you
don’t create unneeded problems!
There are fun pieces (“How the Grinch Stole Appreciation”) and
serious ones (“When Not to Communicate Appreciation”). I hope you
enjoy them and also find the information to be helpful.
					Dr. Paul White
5
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THE
FOUR
BIG ONES
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EMPLOYEE APPRECIATION DAY
HOW NOT TO LOOK STUPID ON
EMPLOYEE APPRECIATION DAY
Every year Employee Appreciation Day comes around. In fact, there are
now so many different types of Employee Appreciation Days (weeks
and months), it is virtually impossible to keep up with them.
National Social Workers Month
National Stress Awareness Month
National Volunteer Week
Admin Professionals Day
National Medical Lab Week
National Salesperson Day
National Dentist’s Day
National Doctor’s Day
School Librarian Day
Volunteer Appreciation Day
Pastor Appreciation Month
Emergency Responders Appreciation Day
National Teacher’s Day
National Nurses Day
Receptionist Day
National Waiters and Waitresses Day
System Administrator Appreciation Day

7
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COMMUNICATING APPRECIATION IN SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES

Given the amazing number of appreciation days, such celebrations
in your industry are likely not far away. If you don’t want to look stupid
or feel foolish, it might be good to think ahead a bit about what you
would like to do for your team members. This is probably important if
you are a supervisor or manager, but it is especially true if you are the
boss or employer.

7 Simple Tips to Help You Not Blow It on Employee
Appreciation Day
Here are some tips to avoid looking clueless (or worse, like you
don’t care about your staff ) :
1. Do something: Generally speaking, it would be wise to do
something—give a compliment, bring in snacks, write an email,
or stop by and check in with team members.
2. Think ahead a little and put together something that doesn’t
look like a last-minute panic. Assuming you are going to do
something, it would be best to put a little thought into it and an
even better idea is to get some input from your key team members; their ideas will probably be closer to what people want
than your ideas. (By the way, picking up doughnuts on the way
to work or ordering pizza in for lunch probably will look like
you forgot.)
3. Remember, not everyone feels appreciated in the same ways.
Appreciation that is communicated in the language and actions
important to the recipient is what hits the mark (which is probably not what you value). So, unless you are going to do a broadstroke group event, it would be wise to find out how they feel
appreciated.
4. Utilize the language and actions they value. Look up (or ask
for) their primary and secondary languages of appreciation, and
especially the actions they prefer. If at all possible, use one of
these actions.
8
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EMPLOYEE APPRECIATION DAY

5. If in doubt, use words (privately). While words may not be
their preferred language, most people aren’t offended by compliments unless they are vague or in contradiction to how you
treat them.
6. Use this formula for an effective compliment. To hit the mark
with your words: a) use their name (and spell it correctly, if you
are writing it); b) tell specifically what they do (or have done)
that you appreciate; c) explain why the action is helpful to you,
to the organization, or to your clientele.
7. Don’t get bent out of shape if you don’t hear/receive any
appreciation from your boss. Remember: you don’t know everything that is going on in their life. Be gracious and display a
little maturity.

9
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BOSS’S DAY
HOW TO COMMUNICATE APPRECIATION TO YOUR BOSS
(WITHOUT LOOKING LIKE A SUCK-UP)
Boss’s Day was first instituted in 1958, by a secretary for an insurance
company, if you want to know.
The key questions, if you are an employee, are:
1) Should I do something for my boss?
2) If so, what?
3) How do I keep from looking like I’m just “sucking up” to her or
him?
Let us give you a quick way to think through the decisions.
1. It would be good to do something for your boss if you do appreciate something about her or him, and/or if you want to
improve your relationship with them. If there is nothing you
like about your boss or if you are in the midst of major conflict,
pass. It is better to do nothing than to go through the motions
and try to fake it.
2. What should you do? It is largely up to you. What would feel
genuine coming from you? How much time, energy or money
do you want to invest in the process? Generally, it is better to
do a little something that is meaningful (either to you, or to
them) than to do some action that looks like it is for show. Most

10
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BOSS’S DAY

people value an action that seems to have taken some time and
thought (rather than the last “Happy Boss’s Day” card from the
grocery store) and relates to them personally.
3. How to not look like you are just trying to impress them. Take
some time and identify either: a) a character quality you value
that you see in your boss; b) an action they completed that impacted you positively; or c) something about your boss that you
respect. Then get a card, make a card, get a small gift of something
they like, attach a card and just tell them thanks for _______. It
doesn’t have to be long, life-changing, or super-fancy, but your
writing should be legible—especially your signature.
Another option is to go with one or more colleagues and get your
boss a card or gift as a group—in fact, you could initiate and ask if
anyone wants to “go in” with you. That makes it less focused on you.
Finally, do not, under any circumstances, make a reference (even
in joking) to “don’t forget me at bonus time” or something equally offensive. This is about your appreciation for them, not about getting a
payback at some point in the future.

11
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THANKSGIVING
DON’T BE A TURKEY IN HOW YOU COMMUNICATE
APPRECIATION TO YOUR STAFF DURING THANKSGIVING
Thanksgiving is the time when managers and supervisors are encouraged, even bombarded, with suggestions of how to communicate appreciation to their employees.
So it begins to feel less like a choice and more like a requirement
for managers to “give thanks”!
As a result, some clueless managers try activities that won’t be
received well. These leaders don’t really get how to do appreciation;
they focus more on trying to make things look good than being genuine. But they try anyway and find that their clueless actions seriously
miss the mark and wind up offending their staff.
I would encourage you to stop! Think about what you are doing
and make sure it is the right thing to do—given the context of your
relationship with your team members.
If you are not careful, sending out an email to your staff like “I’m
thankful you are part of the team!” may be one of the worst things you
could do. Here is why:
If your communication of thanks or gratitude is not viewed as
authentic and personal, then it will actually undermine your relationship with your staff. Your team will probably blow off your message as another going-through-the-motions act that you feel you’re
supposed to do.
Secondly, if you haven’t communicated any appreciation or
shown any interest in them as a person in the past several weeks,
12
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showing up around the holiday is going to look suspicious. People
look for patterns of behavior—and regular communication is more important than the “Have a Great Turkey Day” e-card you may send out.
So here are things to avoid followed by the best way to approach
thanking employees during the Thanksgiving season:
1. The “I’m off. You’re not. Enjoy the weekend!” message. On
the way out the door (around 3 p.m. on Tuesday afternoon),
the manager calls out, “Have a good weekend! Enjoy your time
off !” He is taking off Thanksgiving as well as Wednesday and
Friday, though the rest of the team will work Wednesday until
5 p.m. and all day Friday. Some staffers will be on call over the
weekend. While the clueless manager thinks he has been pretty
good for remembering to encourage the staff, the employees are
seething with anger.
2. A card that invites the response, “Can this card really be
from my supervisor?” A supervisor who is usually gruff, cold,
and angry sends each staff person a flowery personal card of appreciation laced with superlatives. The message is so inconsistent with the manager’s typical behavior, the note seems to have
come from a different person. Perhaps the supervisor’s spouse
picked it out.
3. The “I want to be authentic” excuse. On Wednesday at 4:55
p.m., a supervisor sends a group email to the entire team stating,
“I don’t want to seem inauthentic, so I decided not to do anything for you for Thanksgiving or send a message I didn’t mean.”
Being an authentic jerk isn’t the answer to the situation.
4. A “let’s reaffirm the true meaning of Thanksgiving” note with
a schmaltzy gift. A supervisor leaves a gift on each desk with this
note: “I think we have lost connection to the true meaning of
Thanksgiving so I wanted to give you something that reminds you
of its true meaning.” The gift is a set of two bobble-head Pilgrims.
13
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5. The hidden agenda, “adopt my values” email. A manager
writes a brief thanks to staff, followed by a long diatribe against
the traditional Thanksgiving meal: “I just wanted to make sure
you know that eating meat isn’t good for you. Turkeys are mistreated. Americans are obese and need to eat less.” Managers
should save pontificating for another time.
It would be wise not to show appreciation through any of the
above methods. But here are some suggestions for sharing appreciation
appropriately with your staff, should you choose to do so.

1. Give individualized thanks.
Don’t tell employees, “Thanks for all you do.” Be sure to give each
person one specific example of what he or she does that makes your
life easier and why it is important. (“Jen, thanks for faithfully sending
in your reports on time. I really appreciate it because this makes it easy
for me to generate my reports on time, as well. Thanks!”) A generic
thanks is meaningless. If you can’t be specific, don’t say anything.

2. Listen to employees’ plans.
Stop by a person’s workspace and ask if he or she has a minute
to chat. Sit down, get the person’s full attention and ask about his or
her plans for the holiday. The next step is key: Listen to what they
share. Then say, “I just wanted to stop by and let you know I hope you
have an enjoyable and restful holiday. I hope you enjoy the time [doing
whatever they described].”

3. Offer help.
If you have time and see that staffers are frantically trying to finish
up a task before leaving, see if you can help in any way. Be aware, their
first response will probably be “No, that’s OK. I’ve got it covered.”
Ask again, saying something like “No, really, I have a few minutes
14
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and I’d be glad to help you get some things done so you can get out of
here.” A little practical help when people are running late can be hugely
meaningful.
It doesn’t take much, but a few minutes with some attention focused on your team members can make a memorable impression.
But the amount of “shoulds” and “to-dos” being given to managers and supervisors is almost overwhelming. It almost seems like you
have to be Superman or Superwoman to be a successful leader these
days. You are supposed to be on top of the latest research in your field,
you need to be technologically competent, a visionary, and a super motivator/encourager of others, as well.
My suggestion is this, and it can fit whether you have had regular
interaction with your staff or not: use the holiday as an opportunity
to show them you want to improve in your ability to communicate
authentic appreciation to them.

15
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USING THANKSGIVING AS A REMINDER
TO APPRECIATE YOUR STAFF
Thanksgiving is the holiday where we are encouraged to be thankful
for the good things in our lives—the people we love, health, our home,
and so much more. For most people, Thanksgiving is usually more of a
personally-focused celebration, including sharing meals and time with
family and friends.
But the Thanksgiving holiday season can also be an opportunity
to focus on, and be reminded of, the positive aspects of our work lives.
This is especially true in these times of turmoil in the world of work,
where many who desire employment are unable to find work or have to
settle for a job beneath their professional capabilities.
For those who are supervisors, managers, business owners or leaders in their organizations, the Thanksgiving holiday is an excellent reminder to both remember, and communicate, the most valuable asset
in your workplace: the people who work there (both employees and
volunteers).
While many people sarcastically say, “I’d enjoy my work more if it
weren’t for the people,” in reality, most of us have highly talented and
valuable colleagues. And a few minutes of reflection can help each of
us identify those positive characteristics that our team members bring
to the workplace each day.

Identifying the positive characteristics of colleagues
Think about the individuals you see and with whom you work
regularly.
• What do they do that makes you smile?
• What character quality do they demonstrate, that if it weren’t
present would really make life at work tough? (E.g. dependability, thoroughness, punctuality, honesty)
16
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• What talents or skills do they regularly demonstrate that are part
of “who they are”? (E.g. good communication skills, accurate
and detailed work, being a good problem solver, creative.) Make
a list of your teammates, along with the characteristics you’ve
identified.

Communicating your appreciation
While it’s nice (for you) to reflect on and be thankful for the topquality coworkers you have, it would make their day to hear from you
what you appreciate about them. Let me give you some tips that will
make the appreciation communicated really hit the mark:
• Make sure your praise is specific and personal. General, impersonal praise is like eating mashed potatoes without gravy or
butter—blah. Use their name. Tell them specifically how their
positive characteristic makes your life better. Give a specific example, if possible.
• Communicate in a way that will be comfortable for you. You can
tell them verbally, send an email, or write a handwritten note in a
Thanksgiving card. It doesn’t have to be a big production. Just do it.
• Absolutely be genuine. Don’t try to fake it and don’t overstate
your appreciation (“You are the best office manager in the
world!”). Make sure your tone of voice, facial expression, and
body language match what you are communicating. If you are
rushed, or uptight about something, wait until you have relaxed
before talking to them.
A small act of communicating your appreciation to your colleagues
may make their whole Thanksgiving a very special holiday. And the
rewards you may reap in the coming weeks may be bountiful as well.

17
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CHRISTMAS AND THE
WINTER HOLIDAY SEASON
WHAT EMPLOYEES DON’T LIKE ABOUT THE HOLIDAYS
In our e-newsletter that goes out to over 70,000 individuals, we invited
them to give their input on what about the holidays they really don’t
like. Over 1,200 of our readers completed our survey (within 24 hours
of receiving it!) Here are the questions we asked and the results received:

Q1. What aspects of the holiday season do you DISLIKE the most?
1. 51% Fighting traffic.
2. 39% The extra expense of Christmas.
3. 34% Gaining weight.
4. 34% Coming up with gift ideas for others.
5. 31% Expectations to buy others gifts.
6. 28% Coming up with gift ideas for myself.
7. 26% Busyness.

Q2. What don’t you like that happens at the workplace during
the holidays?
1. 28% Pressure to get year-end tasks done.
2. 23% White elephant gift exchanges.
3. 22% Expected to buy gifts for colleagues or supervisor.
4. 21% Required to participate in “Secret Santa” giving.
5. 20% Having to attend after-hours holiday celebrations.
6. 18% Having to work on holidays.
7. 18% Being required to bring food for holiday luncheon.
18
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Practical Tips from the Survey Results:
Respondents were given the opportunity to share examples of
negative experiences they have had. The following themes related to
workplace events arose from their stories (followed by an example
response):
• Leave ample time for employees to work on the extra year-end
tasks and reports.
I intensely dislike being forced to attend the holiday luncheon
when I am up to my eyeballs in work to get done. I cannot be
cheerful and happy when I know I have a desk full of work and a
host of deadlines to make. It seems like my time would be better
spent WORKING.
• Don’t force your employees to participate in gift giving
exchanges (explicitly or implicitly).
Santa came to an employee luncheon and gave gifts to members
based on inside jokes (one person received plant food; everyone
laughed and I learned from others that she has near-dead plants
in her office. I feared going to this event each year, knowing I could
be one of the chosen ones to receive a gift in front of 200 people.
• Be sensitive to scheduling issues and time requirements during
the holidays.
We had to stay at work until 8 p.m.to close and submit payroll on
New Year’s Eve, when guests were already arriving at my house for
a party. And other than “thanks,” there was no further compensation, time off, or acknowledgment.
• Provide the food, if you are going to have a meal to celebrate.
All employees were to bring side dishes and the team Director was
to supply meat for a team luncheon. The Director asked an employee
to handle ordering a ham to be reimbursed later. The employee purchased the ham, totaling $90. This was last year and the Director
never reimbursed the employee. It was very disappointing to watch.
19
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Additionally, we asked people to write and tell us examples of their worst holiday experience related to work. Over 500
individuals shared their stories and some were in the “You’ve
got to be kidding me!!” category. Here are a couple samples:
•A
 ttending a company holiday party where the electric
company arrived to shut off the electricity for nonpayment.
(I wonder if the staff got paid?)
•B
 eing told to wear an ugly sweater for the staff party, and
being sent home to change—because my sweater was “too
ugly”!
One thing I have observed and learned through personal experience is that a key component for having a relatively successful holiday celebration is to (ahead of time, and repeatedly) communicate clearly to
staff about what they should expect (and not expect, if this year is different from prior year). Unmet expectations are the source of disappointment, so let people know what is going to happen. Cheers!

20
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WHY AUTHENTICITY IS ALL YOU NEED DURING THE HOLIDAYS
We all feel a lot of pressure regarding things we “should do” during the
holidays—for our family, friends, coworkers, clients, boss. It gets to the
point that the expectations feel overwhelming, and the temptation is
just to shut down and do nothing (for anyone!). This is typically not
a good solution.
Let me offer an alternative solution to you: be yourself. Be
genuinely you during the holidays. Don’t try to impress people. Don’t
do things just to look good or because you’re “supposed to.”
Let me explain. There is more than enough image management
going on in the world, at both individual and corporate levels. We are
inundated with hundreds of messages daily that encourage us to buy,
give, or do something to look good. I say, give it up—it’s not worth it!
Peter Block, in Flawless Consulting, states: “For whatever the
reason, authenticity continues to be rare in our workplaces.”
Here is what most people want from others, I think: be yourself, interact
genuinely with others, and allow them to be authentically themselves as
well (it doesn’t work very well in a unilateral direction, does it?).
So, don’t worry and fret about what you should get for Susan or
John as a Christmas gift, what you should do for the Christmas party,
or who you should send Christmas cards to, etc. Rather, try these actions and see what happens:
•W
 ork hard at being totally present in conversations with your
friends, family, and coworkers. Consciously tell yourself that you
have time to listen—and do so.
•A
 ctively show interest in others’ lives—ask them questions,
and listen to the answer. Find out what they did this past weekend or what they have planned for the holidays. Maybe probe
past the “We’re going to see my family” and ask, “What about
that are you looking forward to?”
21
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• Share about yourself (briefly). Genuineness includes allowing
others to know you. Be a little more specific about what you are
doing or where you are going. Often, it is these specific events
where we make connections with others —finding out they used
to live in Florida, or they also enjoy going to see The Nutcracker.
• Be honest. Say, “Not so great” or “tired,” when someone asks
how you are doing (if that is how you feel.)
• And, if you can honestly say so, maybe tell them something they
did this past year that made a difference in your life. We all
want to know that what we do matters somewhere beyond the
bottom line.
Try a little authenticity during the holiday season. I’m pretty sure
it will make your life less stressful, and others will find your genuineness refreshing.

HOW THE GRINCH STOLE APPRECIATION AT WORK
(AND HOW TO GET IT BACK)
BY DAVE TIPPETT AND PAUL WHITE
It’s a Christmas classic. Every year we enjoy the journey of the Grinch,
from ninja-level curmudgeon to repenting of his ways, and then saving
the day with a great celebration. The Grinch remains an interesting
character. He’s so filled with anger and resentment that it clouds his
vision and certainly his judgment. He embarks on a journey that he
thinks will fill the hole in his small and fragile heart. Yet, as we know,
the results of his mayhem left him cold and wondering why there was
no joy of satisfaction. It was not until his “aha” moment that things
changed for the better.
Now, let’s apply this at the typical workplace. Sometimes, the
“Grinches” are easy to spot. They are the cold, angry, miserable people
who can steal happiness by just entering a room. But there are also those
22
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who have what I call an “inner Grinch.” Although these folks appear to
be brimming with good intentions, something isn’t right. They think
their superficial efforts in dealing with others, especially in the area of
recognition and appreciation, are just fine. Their inner Grinch whispers to them that the mug with candy they give, the few words of faint
praise at a staff meeting or on the shop floor, a token gift card to the
local gas station, all meet the mark and should fully satisfy the recipient. In reality, they are stingy and cursory in their appreciation.
Their inner Grinch steers them away from the power of genuine
appreciation by blinding them to the opportunities to praise, recognize, and lift up those who could use encouragement. Sometimes that
steering away can be on purpose. Maybe it’s based on old conflicts that
never have been resolved, or a lack of understanding of others’ personality styles at work.
Yet, despite all that they may try to do, they remain discouraged
with their results. They hoped giving recognition would feel better.
They have looked for but haven’t seen any significantly positive results
resulting from their shotgun approach to appreciation. Then, they
begin to become disillusioned, questioning whether this “appreciation
stuff ” really works at all. Eventually, since they feel like their efforts are
ignored (or rebuffed), they start to make negative assumptions about
their coworkers and peers like “They don’t really care” and “They aren’t
that great, anyway.” They turn into an Appreciation Grinch. Their
“inner Grinch,” in essence, steals away their ability to see the truth that
not all forms of appreciation are created equal.
What they need is an “aha” moment, when their inner Grinch stops
trying to force-feed appreciation to others in the way that is important
to them, the Grinches, and takes the time to understand what the real
issue is: not everyone feels valued and appreciated in the same way.
Part of this aha is learning to use the tools that allow them to discover what truly makes their people feel appreciated. Five ways have been
identified in The 5 Languages of Appreciation at Work to show others
23
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how much you really do value them: through Words of Affirmation,
Acts of Service, Quality Time, Tangible Gifts, and Physical Touch.
When taught to give individualized authentic appreciation, that
“inner Grinch” fades away, and a new colleague emerges. A renewed
person, who once dismissed and ignored the need for authentic appreciation, is now the one who leads the charge in making sure everyone
feels uniquely valued and encouraged.
That is a journey we can all appreciate.

24
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NEW YEAR’S DAY
STARTING THE NEW YEAR
WITH SOME EASY “BABY STEP” APPRECIATION
Since the New Year is the time many individuals commit to starting some new behaviors and habits for the coming year, I thought it
would be helpful to give some tips on how to easily start to communicate appreciation and encouragement to those with whom you work.
Sometimes the biggest obstacle to appreciation is just getting started.
When trying to initiate a new habit, you are going to be most successful in starting with easy wins—trying the behavior in a relatively
low-risk environment, and in a way that takes the smallest amount of
energy to get going.
For most people, that means sharing your appreciation with those
you see and interact with most frequently. I encourage the groups I
train to think of the colleague at work without whom your daily work
life would be significantly harder (if not impossible) to do. That is the
person you want to make sure knows that you value them (the “if they
leave, I’m dead meat” person).
So here are the first steps:
• Identify your valued colleague.
• Think about what they do that makes your life easier or better
(what actions or character quality).
• Think through why what they do is important—how it impacts
you, your department, your organization or your clientele.

26
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Now you have to decide how to deliver the message. We know
that, although it is clearly not everyone’s primary language of appreciation, words of affirmation are one of the top two languages for at
least 50% of the population. So plan to use words. We also know
communicating the affirmation privately is safe (as opposed to sharing
it with your whole team).
Whether you tell them or communicate through writing doesn’t
really matter. Do whatever is easiest and most comfortable for you at this
point. (Remember the goal here is just to get a new behavior started.)
So next steps are:
1. Figure out what you want to say (tell them both what you value
and why it’s important).
2. Determine how you want to communicate it.
3. Decide by when you’ll do it.
4. Do it!
Don’t expect bells, whistles or fireworks in response, but just be
pleased with yourself that you did what you wanted to and took the
first steps to a new habit!
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WHAT’S THE CONNECTION BETWEEN
VALENTINE’S DAY AND APPRECIATION?
Not Much! (with one exception)
Let me state firmly upfront: There isn’t (or shouldn’t be) much
connection between Valentine’s Day and communicating appreciation in the workplace. Why? Because Valentine’s Day is about personal
relationships—spouses, dating relationships, and maybe other family
and friends. Let’s keep our boundaries clear, and not try to convince
others of the importance of appreciation in the workplace by using inappropriate connections.
Having said that, I do think employers and supervisors can indirectly demonstrate appreciation to their employees by supporting their
efforts to do something special for their spouse/special person. Why?
People are happier when their personal relationships are going well.
For many, Valentine’s Day and all the cultural expectations surrounding it can create additional stress in our lives (“What should I
do? What should I get them?”) Recognize that this added stress may
be there for your employees and support them in their efforts to communicate their love to their “valentine” (if appropriate, let them off a
little early to go get a gift or get ready for their date).
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GETTING PERSONAL: APPRECIATION AND FATHER’S DAY
I want to cross over into the personal realm a bit because the 5 Languages
of Appreciation do have a direct connection to Father’s Day. While the
5 Love Languages clearly and effectively address how to communicate
love to the fathers in your life (your dad or stepdad, your husband,
brothers), many may find communicating appreciation to these dads
easier than conveying “love.”
So let me give some suggestions on different ways to show appreciation for the dads in your life, based on what we know about the 5
languages.
First, it is important to note that there are both general cultural
norms and specific family expectations (learned over time) about what
you should do for dad. Getting him a gift, making him a card, calling
on the phone (even for 5 minutes)—all can be expected. The problem with this is: not every dad feels appreciated in the same ways. (I’m
pretty sure my dad got tired of receiving neckties—some nice, some
stupid—over the years.) Let’s look at some different options you maybe
haven’t thought of:
• Gifts. Some people like gifts; others don’t. Depending on the
person (and often their life stage), the type of gift differs. Typically,
later in life things become less important to older adults, and
they often communicate: “I don’t need anything” (which is often
true, and what they want, you can’t afford!). When gifts are important to an individual, the value is more about the thought
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behind the gift, rather than the amount spent. Getting them
something that you think they would enjoy, or taking time and
effort to find the “right” one (or even more so, making the gift)
is what is valued. Typically, stopping by Wal-Mart on the way to
their house and picking out a cheesy card and a t-shirt that is on
sale isn’t the way to their heart.
• Time. Many fathers don’t want a “thing,” they want you—your
time and attention. So setting up a time to stop by and visit
them (or when you live at a distance, to Skype or FaceTime)
can be very meaningful. Some guys aren’t real verbal, and sitting
around and talking actually becomes uncomfortable (for everyone!). But doing something with them can be just as meaningful—watching a sporting event together, working on a project,
fishing, tossing the ball, going on a walk. Since time for a lot of
us has become our most valuable resource, giving of your time
can speak volumes.
• Acts of Service. Getting things done—whether around the
house, at the cabin, or elsewhere—often is a challenge for dads.
And some of us don’t have the skills needed to do the task (at
least easily or successfully). So helping your dad out with a small
project may be really appreciated. It may seem like nothing to
you, but getting it done (especially while spending time with
you) can be quite encouraging. Another option is to do something for your dad that he really doesn’t like doing (like mowing
the lawn when it’s 90 degrees out).
• Physical Touch. Okay, we can joke about the dads who go stiff
when you give them a hug. But you will know what your family’s
culture is about hugs, handshakes, a pat on the back or wrestling
(for younger dads with kids). And dads may seem uncomfortable
when you try to show your appreciation physically, but I wouldn’t
necessarily assume they don’t like it. Many guys have been acculturated to “feel weird” about hugs (especially with their sons), but
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still have some sense of warmth when their kid (or wife, or grandchild) shows that they care by giving a hug.
• Words of Affirmation. Communicating appreciation through
words can be as simple as “Thanks, Dad, for . . . ” or getting him a
card with something personal written in it. The key is to be specific versus generic (“thanks for being a great dad” doesn’t really
communicate much). Try to think of some specific character
trait or a tradition that impacted your life. Sometimes it is easier
for individuals to receive specific thanks in private rather than in
front of others, so think about that aspect, as well.
Some dads are hard to express love to, so try the appreciation route.
Do something that is meaningful to them, to communicate your appreciation for how they have impacted your life positively. Your words
and actions won’t be wasted.
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VACATION
TIPS FOR COMMUNICATING APPRECIATION
BEFORE AND AFTER YOUR COLLEAGUES GO ON VACATION
Are your colleagues taking a vacation soon? Whether you, your boss,
your colleagues, or those who report to you are taking a vacation, here
are some tips for showing appreciation around vacation time.
If their appreciation language is:

Words of Affirmation:
Before they leave: Tell them you hope they have a nice, relaxing
time, and that they deserve it!
After they get back: Tell them you missed having them around and
that you are glad they are back. Then ask them to tell you something
they really enjoyed during their vacation.

Quality Time:
Before they leave: Stop by before they leave, and ask about what
they plan to do and what they are looking forward to.
After they get back: Check in with them after they return and see
how the time went. Possibly ask them to go to lunch so you can hear
about their trip.

Acts of Service:
Before they leave: Offer to help cover some responsibilities while
they are gone. Or see if there is anything they would like you to check
on, to make sure things are okay.
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After they get back: Give them a little time to “settle in” and regroup. Then see if there are any really pressing issues that came up that
they may need help with.

Tangible Gifts:
Before they leave: Find out where they are going and either:
a) recommend a good place to eat or to visit or
b) bring them a little something for the trip (snack for the road, a
magazine to read).
After they get back: Maybe share a newspaper or magazine article
of an important event that happened while they were gone that they
would be interested in. Or, offer to get them a cool drink or ice cream
and hear about their trip.

Physical Touch:
Before they leave: Give them a high five on their way out with an
encouraging word to enjoy themselves.
After they get back: Greet them with a warm smile and a “welcome
back” handshake.
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EARLY FALL
PRACTICAL WAYS TO SHOW APPRECIATION IN THE EARLY FALL
Lots of new activities start up in the early fall:
• The school year for preschoolers through high school
• Fall semester in college
• Fall sports: football, soccer, cross country, lacrosse
• College and professional football seasons
• Cooler weather!
Here are some ideas for showing appreciation to your colleagues
that coincide with this time of year.

Words of Affirmation:
• Show interest in your colleague and their life outside of work by
asking about their son’s or daughter’s sports activities.
• Make a positive comment on how impressed you are with your
coworker’s involvement in their children’s lives.
• Text your friend during a game you know they are interested in
or are watching, and make a comment.

Quality Time:
• Go watch one of your colleagues’ kids’ games with them.
• Offer to listen to your colleague tell about their child’s game.
• Have them tell you about the college/professional game they got
to attend over the weekend.
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Acts of Service:
• Offer to cover one of your colleagues’ responsibilities if they are
trying to leave early to watch one of their kids play in a sporting
event.

Tangible Gifts:
• Give a preseason magazine about a colleague’s favorite team or league.
• Offer to put an ad in the local high school sports program, if
some of your colleagues’ kids play on a team.
• Get something with the logo of one of your friend’s favorite teams.

Physical Touch:
• High-five your colleague the morning after a big win for your
friend’s team.
• Greet your coworker with a warm smile and congratulate them
on their team’s win.
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SPORTING EVENTS
HOW DO YOU DEAL WITH MARCH MADNESS (THE WORLD SERIES,
THE WORLD CUP, STANLEY CUP) AT WORK?
Every year there are numerous sporting events that capture the attention of millions of employees: the Super Bowl, the NCAA “March
Madness” basketball tournaments, the World Series, the Stanley Cup,
professional golf tournaments, the World Cup, NASCAR races—the
list goes on and on. How does this relate to work?
Individuals who are diehard sports fans, those who may follow their
local college team when they are doing well, and people who just like
to pick teams according to their mascots—all become intrigued and involved in following the games, many of which occur during the workday.

The Challenge
When thinking about showing appreciation to employees, we
know that not everyone feels appreciated in the same ways. Some like
words, some like focused attention, and some like to take time off to
watch or attend events important to them. This includes the desire to
watch one’s favorite team play in the tournament.
Given that the games during March Madness are important to a
lot of people, but clearly not to everyone, some challenging issues arise.

How Do You Handle People’s Desire to Watch Games During
their Workday?
This raises the question for leaders: how should we handle these
situations?
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Do we give people the freedom to watch (essentially, providing
time off from work)? Do we set up a formal process where they can use
“personal time” to watch the game?
If they are salaried employees, do we allow them to manage their
time as they wish as long as they fulfill their obligations? Do we make
no allowances and let them record the game to watch later? What do
we do if we know people are watching “on the sly” at their desks or
lingering longer in the break room?

Considerations
There are numerous, overlapping issues that need to be considered,
including decision-making and communication processes and staff morale.
1. Understand that individuals feel valued and appreciated in
different ways (words of praise, time and attention, help with projects,
and tangible gifts are some). While watching the NCAA tournament
games may not be important to you, to some of your employees it is
extremely so. Think of someone who attends all of the games, goes to
away games, wears the college’s sportswear, fills out their brackets, and
talks a lot about the team. You can really hit the mark by making it possible for them to watch the game—and employees often respond with
sincere appreciation and a higher sense of loyalty to you.
2. Consider the benefits, costs, and potential risks. Although
there are many options on the continuum, if we simplify the options
into: a) giving employees flex time to watch the games, and b) not allowing employees to watch the games during work, the following results can be considered.
Allowing employees to watch:
Benefits

Costs

Will make some people happy

Potentially perceived as unfair

Could be a potential team-building event

Hassle of scheduling and logistics

Improve relationships with your staff

Distraction
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Not allowing employees to watch:
Benefits

Costs

Takes virtually no effort

Possible negative reactions

Don’t have to deal with fairness issue

People are going to watch anyway

No worries about setting a precedent

3. Communicate. COMMUNICATE. What seems like a good
idea and a fairly innocuous way of being nice to your employees can
become a nightmare, leading to hurt feelings and frustration, and even
lawsuits, unfortunately. Talk with your managers and supervisors. Get
input from those you know who are interested in watching the games,
and hear from those who have no interest at all. Then be clear who is
making the decision, how and by when the decision will be made, and
the alternatives available (people love choices.) Include communicating principles and factors by which the decision was made.

Final Issues to Consider
There is no “right” or “wrong” answer for how best to deal with
March Madness in the workplace. And the choice you make may vary
according to the specific circumstances this year—your local team is
involved, there are too many deadlines to meet, etc.
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TIMES WHEN YOU SHOULDN’T TRY
TO COMMUNICATE APPRECIATION
There are other circumstances in life (and work life) that are not expected and aren’t “fun,” positive events—like when the organization is
struggling financially, or when staff have been laid off. At the end of the
chapter we address whether or not appreciation should even be given
during these times.
While we know that good things happen when employees feel appreciated, communicating appreciation to staff is not a miracle salve
that cures all wounds. Sometimes, well-meaning supervisors (and,
sometimes, leaders who don’t want to do the hard work of dealing with
problems) try to use appreciation as a “quick fix” for deeper issues that
need to be addressed. But in fact, there are five sets of circumstances,
some of them downright disturbing, when appreciation should not be
the first action taken:

1. Employees are not getting paid regularly.
One time I was asked to train staff at a nonprofit organization in
how to show appreciation to one another. Throughout the training,
the staffers I addressed were quite passive and difficult to engage. A few
days later, I found out that they had not earned regular paychecks for
three months! No wonder they were disengaged!
Without honoring your agreement to pay your employees for
their work, no amount of appreciation will matter.
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2. Other employees have recently been laid off.
When an organization has just gone through a staff reduction,
multiple issues remain. The “surviving” employees are processing a lot
of emotions:
• Relief that they themselves did not lose their jobs
• Guilt that they still have a job while some of their friends do not
• Lingering anxiety over whether there will be more layoffs or even
if the organization will continue to exist
• Anger at how the layoffs were handled (who was laid off and who
wasn’t)
• Frustration because they believe other issues should have been
dealt with for the company to function well

3. Employees are being seriously underpaid.
This can include cost-of-living adjustments, raises or bonuses that
have been put on hold. For most employees, receiving appropriate
financial payment for their work is foundational to their sense of being
treated fairly. While it is true that many employees tend to overvalue
their own contribution and believe they should be paid more, there are
clearly circumstances where it is obvious that staff is truly underpaid
compared to their peers in the marketplace.
Until these issues are rectified, appreciation will feel more like a
cheap substitute, since the organization is not communicating value to
the employees by paying them appropriately.

4. Significant job insecurity exists.
While employees may be grateful they currently have a job, when
circumstances are unsettled in the overall economy, in their industry
sector, or in their company, they will have realistic concerns about
whether they will continue to be employed in the future. Communi
cating appreciation to them, then, will fall on deaf ears.
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Trying to say “we value you” while there are deliberations about
letting people go is a blatant example of insincerity.

5. Employees have serious and valid questions about the trustworthiness of management.
There are times when management has handled situations or
communication poorly, resulting in distrust. If management has been
caught (or perceived to have been caught) in actions reflecting a lack of
integrity, any form of appreciation will bring skepticism and cynicism
before any positive reaction can occur.

What to do?
If your organization is in the midst of these situations (or about to
be), it is best to put any plan to implement any display of appreciation
on hold.
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Instead, deal with the more prominent, underlying issues. Pay your
staff. Allow employees to heal after layoffs occur. Do what you can to
create more job stability and communicate with employees about it.
Tell the truth. Act with integrity. Take action to rebuild trust with your
employees.
Then, when the waters have calmed, reexamine whether it is
indeed the right time to communicate how much you value and appreciate those who are still on your team.

RESILIENCY, SOCIAL SUPPORT,
AND APPRECIATION IN THE MILITARY
The U.S. government and all branches of the armed forces have identified
the development of resiliency in those who serve in the military as a key
goal to strengthen our military personnel over the long term. As a result,
for the past ten years both research and resources have been focused on
determining how to make service members more able to bounce back
after experiencing stressful and/or traumatic events during their service.
Much research and emphasis has been focused on identifying individual characteristics, coping skills, and environmental factors that can
help servicemen and women:
a) become more prepared for stressful events prior to deployment;
b) strengthen their ability to cope with traumatic events in the
midst of the situation; and
c) improve their ability to recover from difficult experiences more
quickly and more fully.
One of the most consistent factors found in promoting resilience
has been social support. When military personnel are connected relationally to those with whom they serve, along with friends and family,
their ability to cope with stressful and traumatic situations consistently
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is significantly greater than their colleagues who do not have an active
social support system in their lives.
While supportive relationships with family and friends are obviously important, having positive, affirming relationships with those
with whom you work is also critical. Consider that even when not
deployed, military servicemen and women spend 70–80% of their
waking hours with their colleagues. When deployed the percentage is
often 90% and higher.
The quality of the relationships among team members, units,
colleagues and supervisors has been shown to be a key factor in the
quality of work that is accomplished. When team members feel supported, and receive affirmation for the contributions they make to
their unit, they are more likely to follow policies and procedures regularly, miss shifts less often, get along better with their colleagues, and
the quality of their work is deemed to be better by the recipients of
their work.
There is a significant difference, however, between traditional performance awards in the military and communicating authentic appreciation. In fact, employee recognition activities are often viewed cynically due to their lack of genuineness (or when the individual is asked
to write their own letter of commendation!).
Fortunately, there is hope. An individual’s and a unit’s ability to
constructively deal with stressful life experiences in the course of military service can be improved by facilitating healthy, authentic relationships with their colleagues, supervisors, and subordinates. This can
occur through teaching them how to communicate authentic appreciation and encouragement to one another in the ways that are meaningful to each person. Over the past five years in working with businesses,
military personnel, government agencies, medical facilities, schools
and not-for-profit organizations, we have identified three foundational
principles regarding appreciation in the workplace:
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1. Not everyone feels appreciated or encouraged in the same
ways. In fact, the most common language of appreciation is only preferred by 40% of individuals; so there are a variety of ways people desire
to be encouraged.
2. Team members want to be valued and appreciated both by
their supervisors and their colleagues. A top-down approach will be
only minimally effective. The most supportive relationships in day-today work life are provided by one’s peers.
3. If the appreciation communicated is not viewed as authentic,
you are “dead in the water.” In fact, when supervisors and coworkers
communicate appreciation that is viewed as inauthentic, trust in the
relationship is immediately undermined.
Learn how to enhance your unit’s resiliency by helping them develop truly supportive work relationships. Help them discover the
simple steps to communicate appreciation to their colleagues in ways
that will be viewed as meaningful. Assist leaders and colleagues in
avoiding the actions that actually undermine supportive relationships
when they “go through the motions” and try to fake appreciation that
is not really there.
We have developed resources to help supervisors and team members learn how to encourage one another and build stronger social
ties between colleagues. Our structured Appreciation at Work training materials have had positive results within different branches of
the military. And we have developed a version of our Motivating By
Appreciation Inventory specifically for military use, addressing the issues
around fraternization and gift-giving unique to military relationships.
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CONCLUSION
Building a vibrant, positive workplace takes time, commitment, and
effort. Incorporating ways to communicate authentic appreciation in
the daily work life of your managers, supervisors and employees requires both a structured process and flexibility (and creativity!).
You can be successful in weaving appreciation into the fabric of
your organization through including “appreciation check-ins” in meetings or having an appreciation page on your internal website. But I have
found it is those special days and events that can get teams off track—
and then it takes a while to get back on track.
I trust the information and tips shared in these short chapters will
help you stay on track!
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To see the various resources we have created to improve
workplace relationships, visit our websites:
www.appreciationatwork.com
www.thevibrantworkplace.com
www.mbainventory.com
For any additional information, contact us at:
admin@appreciationatwork.com
316-681-4431
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Check out other books
that help you make
work relationships work.

FOR MORE INFO, VISIT

appreciationatwork.com
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